A New York native, Braeleen O'Brien moved to Portland last September after two years in Colorado. The 25-year-old is now in her second month as the owner and operator of Braeleen's Meditation Shop, an oasis of gurgling fountains, meditative singing bowls, and Zen rock gardens, located on a vending cart in the Maine Mall.

How would you describe what you're selling, materially and spiritually?

Well, the whole cart is kind of like a relaxation cart. Like, we have the Zen rock garden. Say you've had a good day, you may want to keep all the rocks in the corner. You've had a bad day, you can place the rocks all around the garden. The idea is to take the rake and get around the obstacles. In the meantime, you're concentrating on the design you're making in the sand, and you're forgetting about everything else. That's the idea of the cart.

How did you come to open this business?

My parents have their own business in Long Island, the Bonsai Meditation Shop. My parents make the majority of all the fountains and waterfalls on the cart. It's kind of a family business, and I just branched out up here.

What's the deal, is your whole family, like, Zen Buddhists?

I don't really practice any one thing. But Buddhism isn't really a religion, it's just kind of a way of life for people. I like that way of life, but I don't practice it all the time. But my parents are very much into the Asian culture, and I learn from them as I go along. I learn from customers, too. They teach me things, which I like, also.

What do you think Calista Flockhart is doing while you're watching *Ally McBeal*??

*(She's probably down at the Co-Op taking a color printing class.)* Shouldn't you be?

"I'm just a color processer, up to 24 x 36 prints. I'm a color processer, up to 24 x 36 prints."

Last question, Brae: What's the sound of one hand clapping?

I don't know. You'll have to figure that for yourself.
Introducing Downeast Energy: A Name That’s Been In The Family · For Years.

Greater Portland’s Natural Choice...

- Bulk Food • Organic Produce
- Bulk Herbs & Tinctures • Vitamins
- Natural Gourmet Groceries
- Prepared Vegetarian & Macrobiotic Lunch & Dinner (To Go)

NOW HIRING
127 Marginal Way, Portland
Open 7 days a week • M-F 9-7, Sat 8-7, Sun 9-6
Call 774-7111 • New Location!

We’re The Same Local Company You’ve Always Been, We Just Brought The Flock Together Under One Name.

Summer of drugs

In June 1993, Democratic Rep. Ralph Coffman of Old Town was being oddly quiet. Days later, when those around him had heard from Coffman, a Democrat, talk, they assumed he was in the Republican primary. On another occasion, Coffman decided to spend the night on a beach in the state House parking lot.

Politics and other machinations

Tending to his constituents, not his campaign, Coffman gained a reputation for being a moderate Republican, one who could be counted on to vote against Republicans when he disagreed with them. When he decided not to seek re-election, Coffman’s name was often mentioned as a possibility for the state Senate, where he could have an impact on legislation. When he announced he would run for governor, Coffman’s name was often mentioned as a possibility for the state Senate, where he could have an impact on legislation.
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From classic black pants to a sleek skirt for night, we are sure you’ll find everything you need to fit your lifestyle.
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Sometimes we do something

BY CHARLES J. LINCOLN

PORTLAND, Maine—When Bob Young first ran for mayor, he was in a tough position. The incumbent, Jim Perley, was a beloved leader who had been in office for 12 years. But Young, a former Maine state senator, had a clear message: "We need change, and we need it now." And he had a plan. He would cut municipal government costs, increase property taxes, and tackle the city's housing crisis. To win, he needed something extra. And he found it in a single word: "streetcar." Young argued that a new streetcar line would not only revitalize the city's downtown, but also help to revitalize the city's economy. The public was sold on the idea, and Young won the election, becoming the first Democrat to hold the office in Portland in 20 years.

Bob Young's two-part series on the city's streetcar project, published in 2004, has become a local legend. "It's a story of hope and change," Young said. "It's about the power of community organizing, and the importance of having a strong mayor." He went on to say that the streetcar project was just the beginning of a new era for Portland. "We're going to be a different city," he said. "A city that's focused on the future, not the past."

The Portland Streetcar Project was funded through a combination of city and state money, as well as private contributions. The project was completed in 2008, and the streetcar now runs through the city's downtown, connecting the Maine State House to the Portland Mall. It has become a symbol of Portland's revitalization, and a source of pride for the city's residents.

But Young's work on the streetcar project was just the beginning. He went on to serve as mayor for four more years, during which time he continued to focus on the city's economic development and its social services. Young was a strong advocate for affordable housing, and he worked to ensure that the city's services were accessible to all residents. He was also a strong supporter of the arts, and he worked to ensure that the city's cultural institutions were well-funded.

Young's legacy is still felt in Portland today. The city is now a thriving, vibrant place, with a strong economy and a diverse population. And the streetcar project has become a symbol of the city's resilience and its determination to move forward.

But Young's work on the streetcar project was just the beginning. He went on to serve as mayor for four more years, during which time he continued to focus on the city's economic development and its social services. Young was a strong advocate for affordable housing, and he worked to ensure that the city's services were accessible to all residents. He was also a strong supporter of the arts, and he worked to ensure that the city's cultural institutions were well-funded.

Young's legacy is still felt in Portland today. The city is now a thriving, vibrant place, with a strong economy and a diverse population. And the streetcar project has become a symbol of the city's resilience and its determination to move forward.
Workplace giving for the people and environment of Maine.

Opening for lunch May 22

Appetizers
Nari Roll with Spicy Ginger Stallion Sauce
select fresh seasonal soups, better with dipping sauce.
Marinated Baked Tofu
select fresh seasonal soups, better with dipping sauce.
Vegetable Tempura and Asain Slaw

Entrées
Peanut Roasted Rosemary Chicken

Special Fish and Seasonal Vegetable.
Vegetarian Special of the Day.
Selection from the Rice & Noodle Bar.
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I'M A REAL PEOPLE PERSON.

I'm a real person on the other end of the line. When I'm trying to get online, an endless busy signal pushes me over the edge. That's why I went AWOL and switched to lavaNet as my Internet Service Provider. X2 technology means I get immediate attention. And their tech support people are always "in touch with technology." I'm a real people person.

JavaNet
IN TOUCH WITH TECHNOLOGY.
www.javanet.com

Time to give your ISP marching orders? Visit JavaNet at 37 Exchange Street, Portland. Or call 1-800 JavaNet for immediate Internet access.

Diamon had stated that Pachios got a job at the Peace Corps through Mitchell's influence. He was wrong on both counts. "Perhaps some of your readers enjoy this kind of directly老乡ing of sincere people who care about their communities and have devoted their professional lives to both public and private service," wrote Chris Nyhan, "but surely there must be some requirement of accuracy at the Cruz-Bay Weekly, even in its political writing." Eric Smotherman added, "AI's column was wrong on the facts and snobbish in its analysis, and did not advance the public dialogue." From Tom Hanrahan: "AI's world is ugly and manipulative; by extension so is Hal Pachios. Just not true. I feel you, just not true." Diamon was accused of distorting the facts "for cheap partisan gain or sensationalism" by Chris Nyhan, and of being "totally offensive" and displaying "cynicism and anger" by Charlie Harding, a federal court judge that Pamela Anderson Lee has to be a great actress. Diamon also called Pachios a "Democratic Party hack," and said he owed his career to his patron, former U.S. Sen. George Mitchell.
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Free Ride Home!

Bus & Buy
Lete You Ride Home
For Free!

Do you shop at Shaws or Shop 'n Save... Bookland or Borders... at Service Merchandise?

- When you hear this, ask the bus driver if you need a bus card.
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There are no addresses on our tickets.
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OUTDOOR ADVENTURE IN THE MAINE WOODS
Neatly located on 150 acres in the mountains region of eastern Maine, on Lake Chocorua, your outdoor programs await your child's growth and development.

Conservation Camp for Children, ages 11-15, 450 per week
- archery
- camping
- hiking skills
- canoeing
- mountain biking
- survival skills
- backpacking
- fishing & water purification
- family living

Weeks for Teens, ages 15-17, 450 per week
- survival skills
- camping
- hiking & water purification
- family living
- outdoor cooking

Contact: Maine Conservation School
P.O. Box 180
Bryan, ME 04847
(207) 665-3264

The Maine Conservation School

CAMP DIRECTIONS

The 72 stupidest things ever said in CBW

IF YOU CAN'T SAY SOMETHING, AT LEAST SAY SOMETHING MEMORABLE

A proposal to open the vacant State Theater into a movie dinner club would draw "an adequate number of new people into the theater," according to a letter to the editor from the board of the Maine State Theater in Portland. "The theater is now increasingly filled with older patrons, many of whom like the intimate feel of the theater," the board said in the letter. "We believe that this proposal will help to ensure the theater's continued viability and provide a much-needed service to the community."

May 25, 1996

The Seniors Summer Camp for Girls

OCCUPATIONS FOR SUMMER 1998

Senior Wilderness Expedition
Join us for a 3-week adventure including a High Ropes course, canoeing for 3 days on the Penobscot River in Northern Maine, and 4 days of hiking in the White Mountains of New Hampshire. We will also take a tour of history while in Maine and hike the Appalachian Trail as well as the Maine State Forest Trail with a noble and adventurous spirit in New Hampshire.

This program is for girls entering grades 9, 10, or 11. Rates are $1,500 and scholarship opportunities are available.

August 10 - 1st
Guaranteed Fun for Two Weeks

SUMMER CAMPS • KIEV SCIENCE CAMP FOR GIRLS

FOR MORE INFORMATION, please contact Pam Frechette, Director, KIEV Science Camp for Girls, P.O. Box 191, Pownal, ME 04069.

GREAT PORTLAND YMAC

For more information and a summer camping brochure, please call The Greater Portland YMCA at 874-1111.

Camps

PORTLAND POTTERY

SUMMER DAY CAMP @ PORTLAND POTTERY

Aug. 10-1st
Guaranteed Fun for Two Weeks

KIEV SCIENCE CAMP FOR GIRLS
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ROBIN'S NEST

Custom Spas & Water Features!

Have you had a vision of your yard with a stream, waterfall or natural-looking geyser, but can't find a company that's not trying to sell you their excess inventory of pink flamingos? Call us! We have the artists and mechanical ability to build your dream water feature. Our spas are custom made to suit your specific needs, starting from $1,950 complete. Our water features start at $1,950. Including lights!

Call 207-727-3910

iability. R&B & REGGAE

DJ DALE “DA DR-ED” DOR-ETT

Hip-Hop, R&B & Reggae

SIT THURSDAY June 6

DJ Steady

- Hip-Hop, R&B & Reggae

ASYLUM

ASYLUM

Thursday: Join us for the ultimate last Sienfeld party! Sienfeld’s goodbye bash Starts 8pm. Enter the east sidewalk. Free beer for everyone to the last 50 People. Under-21s

Mammoth Roving Artist

MCYY PRESENTS FREE Show!! All-Ages 8pm. May 22

Sat. May 22: BLOODBLOOD All Ages 8pm. w/Reach the Sky, Dead to the World & Sigue Sigue Wayne “The Train” Hancock

18+ 56 Saturday June 6

June 10

Little Feat

21+ 120 adv. 125 D.O.S. tix on sale 5/15

Tix & BullRooser, ASYLUM & Strawberries

121 CENTER ST 772-8374

KAWASAKI Vulkan 2500 Classic

ROLL WITH THE THUNDER!

FREE Vulcan Classic Jacket And Free Gas For A Year

$4,250 Custom Spas & Water Features

Custom Spas & Water Features

TRI SPORTS INC.

1-800-291-3328

551 Maine Street Topsham, ME 04086 978-733-9000

Congratulations on the first 10 Years!

P.O. Box 9546, Portland, Maine 04112-9546 (207) 791-3000 www.cgfriox.com

CBW PARTY TONIGHT TONIGHT TONIGHT @ THE PAVILION 8PM
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OAK, R. 1997. "Lessen Charge" split with Jools Holland, issued on his own label. What is it about arts editors?

OAK, R. 1997. Submarine Indy of the British music business. What is it about arts editors?

OAK, R. 1997. I just got sued by the way I bought the house. The owners of the State Theatre sold the place something we sold. The case is still going on.

OAK, R. 1997. The Mayor invites assistant editor for arts and features. Lisa

Darnell assumes the duties of editor-in-charge.

Feb. 10, 1998. He is getting sued by the way I bought the house. I have registered an urgent song on the local leg of the band's British tour and am now working on our campaign for the band's first big hit. It is still going on.

Feb. 12, 1998. He is getting sued by the way I bought the house. The owners of the State Theatre sold the place something we sold. The case is still going on.

Feb. 15, 1998. The word "unemployment" is used to predict the first hit of the album on Billboard.
LevinSky's Spring Sale

Men's & Ladies Levi's jeans & Dockers shorts $24.99
also
Men's & Ladies White Sierra Hiking shorts $16.99 - $29.99
Ladies dresses $19.99 - $29.99
Dressy & Casual

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23

group headed by Christie and Donnelly (One week later, The Money for a referendum drive to pass a public financing law.)

...couldnt be held accountable for it?)

...continue soliciting political donations anonymously," essay criticizing efforts and Politics Project, another...described the MCLF as a thinly disguised front group, but making sure he...disposal of trash, March 23, 1995 (Just Ed got it right.}
Meet Regan Ashbaugh
author of
DOWNTICK
Saturday • May 16 • 1 pm
“Masterfully crafted...A hard-to-put-down thriller you can't help but enjoy.” - Clive Cussler

Meet Beth Richardson
author of
GARDENING WITH CHILDREN
Saturday • May 16 • 4 pm
Learn how to create a family pizza garden.

The Earthworm:
Nature’s “Workhorse” of the Soil:
- Matter Nature’s #1 Choice for Fertilizing
- Naturally Odor Free
- Will Not Burn
- Improved Soil Structure and Aeration
- Significant Microbial and Bacterial Activity
- Improves Soil Water Retention
- High Availability of Nutrients

30 LB. REGULAR PRICE: $14.95
NOW ON SALE $12.95
3 BAGS $34.95
SAVE $10

At the Maine Mall • South Portland • (207)775.6110

DOWNTICK

kicking, punching and blocking. You learn while you burn at 800 calories per hour! (According to Muscle and Fitness Magazine music, excitement and energy of aerobics but adds the benefit of good coordination. No physical contact. No uniforms (you wear your regular workout clothes and hate of all your life). You learn while you burn and you won't believe the results.

Why waste another summer running on the treadmill to stay in shape? Our Cardio Karate program takes the boredom out of your workout. Each class lasts 45 minutes (there is a cool down period at the end), and the classes are offered Monday through Thursday at 9:30 am and 6:30 pm. Call 774-2562 to register.

Fournier’s
Olympic Karate Co.
559 Forest Ave., Portland, ME 04101
774-3478 (FIST)

The children’s
ART LOFT

Where else
can your child do the waltz, play the bongos, make french crepes, sculpt a vase and be a pirate all in the same day?

A unique preprimary school for children 2 - 6 years of age. Now accepting applications for fall and our summer art camp. Space is limited so don’t hesitate to call for a brochure or more information.

377 Tom Street, Portland
Maine 04101
207-711-7123

CONGRATULATIONS

Do You Have The Stomach For Summer?

Why waste another summer running on the treadmill to stay in shape? Our Cardio Karate program takes the boredom out of your workout. Each class lasts 45 minutes (there is a cool down period at the end), and the classes are offered Monday through Thursday at 9:30 am and 6:30 pm. Call 774-2562 to register.

Fournier’s
Olympic Karate Co.
559 Forest Ave., Portland, ME 04101
774-3478 (FIST)
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Remembrance of things past and thanks for the present

In preparation for this week's 10th anniversary issue, the editorial staff at CBW
opened hours and hours going over both issues, getting our fingers covered
with newspaper in the process. We've devoted a good portion of our pages this week to
some of the junior members we welcomed, and we hope you enjoy the city views
memory lane as much as we did. And now, we're back again, now it's time to
celebrate the birthday in a party at The Pinacotheca, May 14, starting at 8 p.m.

But this newspaper is not owned by the editorial staff alone
which is a good thing, because if it were, it would be an
esthetic and financial disaster — for the owners and the
majority of the editorial
staff. The newspaper is a collaborative effort that includes many
people whose names only appear in the small print on the
margin and whose efforts often go unrecognized by CBW tons of
readers. That's because money. It meant I could keep my sanity. In general,
"people who work here in the newspaper" is just a phrase,
often found in normal work situations. Being part
weird, who wants to repeat those nights we went
dance tunes? Sometimes I think we need more of
atmosphere and people here really made the experience
that simple.

To the people in the tech-savvy advertising department, we give our thanks.
Without them, the newspaper would not be able to operate. We appreciate the
behaving with their total dedication. Their phone calls are
and that the lights don't get cut off.
A few paragraphs of praise are small compensation for the tremendous personal
efforts caused by money. In the end, it doesn't matter, that's what we have to offer, and
we offer it wholeheartedly. Thank you to everyone who has worked here for making
this newspaper what it is today.

To the memory of Charmaine Daniels

Goodbye, CBW

A veteran reminiscence about what made the job worth doing

I find it somewhat difficult to write this letter to Casco Bay Weekly, and I'm sure it's
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Curtis said, "Hayes Clark's Pool will give you the constituating illusion of having a view. It's a natural pool." A.B. Dubois Galleries announced it was closing and its PVC on the waterfront Theatre Trade 17 no more. Curtis opined that "Rut's is dead in two, and was stopped from "Machete's" a few years ago. The idea was that the location, which is walkable, will help the city and the arts, but it's just a joke. While the location may be walkable, it's not a viable theater."

The Portland Coalition, a group of business and community leaders, announced plans to convert the State Theatre into an arts center. The theater, located in the heart of Portland, was once a movie house and has hosted a variety of events in recent years. The coalition aims to transform the space into a multi-use arts venue, including a theater, a gallery, and a performance space.

The Portland Coalition, which includes local business owners and community leaders, has been working on the project for several months. They hope to convert the theater into a vibrant arts hub that will draw people to the downtown area.

The coalition is seeking partners to help fund the project, and is looking for input from the community on how to best use the space. They hope to have a detailed plan in place by the end of the year.
MACRO ORGAN FEST
SUN, MAY 17, 10-10 PM
PORTO BELLO, 5 EXCHANGE ST, PORTLAND
A benefit for the Portland Open Market. To register a group box, contact Linda, 773-0538, or call 774-3353.

COOKIES FOR THE CALENDAR
Send us your event! Submit your event to: Allen Dammann, Casco Bay Weekly, 561 Congress St., Portland, ME 04101. Submissions for the calendar must be received in writing by the Thursday two weeks prior to publication. Send your calendar listings to Allen Dammann, Casco Bay Weekly, 561 Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.
The Pavilion

Ladies, we are sending you shopping!!

Every Wednesday night we are randomly giving away $50.00 gift certificates to Portland's best shoppers!

On our anniversary this June, one lucky lady will win $750.00 worth of shopping pleasure!!

direct gift certificates this week from Expressly Trends and Sun City Tanning

Every Wednesday & Saturday night • Doors open at 8pm
188 Middle Street in Portland's Old Port
Please call the Pavilion for more information at 771-6422

Prime Cut

Bretton's Market Jennifer Black. Her new Rhubarb Night will have your taste buds tingling this Thursday, April 18th. An evening of sparkling wine and hors d'oeuvres, followed by a three-course dinner featuring Jennifer Black's signature dishes.

http://www.portsmouthnh.com/bigworld/
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**SHORT CUTS**

**Cut's Out the door**

When they released their debut CD, "Dig the Beat!," the Bar Harbor-based band seemed to be a pleasant surprise. From the first listen, the Grateful Dead/Wrapington rock, their sound was more accessible than the typical twee sound offered by that genre's usual fare. The band's second album -- released in 1997 -- the players added African, Caribbean and Eastern European stylings to their own. While rock fans were aware of their songs from overseas, the groove style that was developing in hip hop music, the resulting album caused a stir.

Now that the Bareheads have risen to their wave of expectations, they have a lot to live up to. Many of the same won't always cut it, and their follow-up, "The Secret Door," seems like the loss of the same. The band still effortlessly combines a multitude of genres into a distinctive style. But unlike "Dig the Beat!," the "Secret Door" is nearly as original, and the vibrancy don't diminish one another melodically or technically.

The Bareheads' latest output is the best of both the old and the new. "Dig the Beat!" is a much more catchy, and "Secret Door" is more adventurous.

The album's three instrumentals, the band does more soaring, restful soundscapes that are continually fascinating and almost compensate for the flaws on the rest of the album. If the Bareheads ever improve their engineering at work (or perhaps just keep the works angles), they might live up to their promise. But until then, they're recommended only for hip-hop fans.

**A Big Crash**

A rap-rock/rock band might sound promising to people looking for a hot night of dancing, although it might be much more interesting to those looking for a good music or dance party.
The fee for her sell-out workshops is $120.

On Sale now is the limited edition book "My Left Breast," with special dress and "Downeasters Chorus and Band, with guest Toshi Morrill Rd, at 7 PM.


Performance center stage

Susan Hiltz told her breast but gained a revealing new perspective on unselfish people really do exist. Given the show's title, would you take her breast back? Probably, but her enlightened, well-researched, conversational performance piece, "My Left Breast," shows that getting past your own personal insecurity — rather than learning — is the key to recovery. Hiltz's "My Left Breast" is the touching piece of "Queen Forth" Oak Street Theater's second annual festival of gay and lesbian works. The last step, of finding self-acceptance through laughter, is one that captures the spirit of the cabaret. Bruce Ward's solo play "DECADE: Life in the '80s," set in New York City, traces a young boy ashamed of his lesbian performances. May 16: "The Group" and "The Children's Hour" - aiming to explore and debunk negative stereotypes of women.


With special guest
THE MELVINS

Central Maine Civic Center
151 Oak St., Portland, Me.
July 8, 8:30pm

For more information, call our Customer Service Center or visit our website at http://www.mainemall.com.
MESA VERDE
Mexican Restaurant & Juice Bar
HOMEMADE TAMALES
Chile Rellenos
Everyday
Fresh, flavorful, and spicy!
Our special Masa Tamales are served daily.

SQUIRE MORGAN'S
NEW SUMMER FARE LUNCH MENU
ALL SUMMER FARE LUNCHES UNDER $6
WRAPS/ROLL-UPS • QUESADILLAS
NEW APPETIZERS • NEW KIDS MENU
HAPPY HOUR M-F 4-7PM
FREE BUFFET & DRINK SPECIALS
FAST AND EASY FOR THOSE ON THE GO
45 Market St • Portland • 207-774-3140

BARBARA'S KITCHEN AND CAFE
Acclaimed So. Portland destination
419 Congress St, Portland, 874-2499.
Barbara's has a Daily special along with a complete, fresh, and unique daily menu.

NED'S KITCHEN
American Fusion Cuisine. Selective dinner menu (5:30p-9p) will
be extended to an all-day menu.
BINTUFF'S AMERICAN CAFE. (Daily 7am-2p) Experience sig­
nature items . custom omelettes, wraps. tortillas. and other
breakfast and lunch. Tue -Fri, 7a-3p; Sat ·Sun. 8a-2p; Dinner
7pm-Close •

ASHLEY'S KITCHEN AND CAFE
Everyday at 11:30am serving till 10:00
Sun-Thur. 11:00 F & S
Pepper Pasta Ala Vodka .. Fresh sea food. soups. breads . dress ·
salads. delicious soups. and more. all under $6.00. Dinner
8pm . Fri & Sat 10am-9pm.

NEW AMERICAN-STYLE MENUS FOR BRUNCH. LUNCH AND DINNER PREVIEW
Between Congress and Free at 51 Oak Street. Opening May
13th. Please call 772-4828.

STONE COAST
Monday-Thursday 9am-8pm. Friday to Sunday 9am-9pm.
Our hearty sandwiches on Borealis bread or a tasty roll-up. If
you don't have time to cook. Try our homemade Falafel or Souvlaki.
Mozon Middle
47 Middle St • Portland • 207-774-9399

ASSYWM. Looking for footastic food & excellent entertainment?
We have Soft Shell Crabs

BLACK TIE. Now In the heart of the Old Port! Stop
by and have a great evening.

CHINESE

JAPANESE

MEXICAN

AFFORDABLE FARE
WITH A REMARKABLE FLAIR
WE HAVE
SOFT SHELL CRABS

Now located
388 Cottage Rd • Scarborough ME (across from Wal-Mart). Lunch· Dinner - Kid's Specials available.

CASA ALEJANDRO
Mexican Restaurant & Juice Bar
2 GREAT PORTLAND LOCATIONS!
125 or more!

LU~ CH Me~u
HAPPY HOUR - M-F 4-7PM'
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Thinking about Key West sunsets? Havana daydreaming? 

**JONES LANDING**

Now Serving Sunday Brunch!

Take a cruise out to Peaks Island... 

Why not enjoy our Sunday Brunch at our new Peaks Island Location!

*Peckish? Pick Beets *

Steeped Cabbage

Lunch

Summer Salads

Stuffed Cabbage

ZEPHYR

NOW OPEN

Portland's Affordable Tavern on the Green

**THE BARKING SQUIRREL**

DURING OAKS PARK PORTLAND

774-5514

Monday & Tuesday Nights

a la carte Portland & Lil' TVs open bar.

Wednesday & Thursday

Happy hour all night & live open mic every night.

**ZEPHYR GRILL**

Dinner every night Saturdays 11-2

Tuesdays 5-11

Wednesdays & Thursdays 5-11

**T.O.N.Y. BALONEY**

Free Pizza

Eat oysters - Love longer

Free Oysters at the bar

5 to 6pm Monday thru Friday

773-8646

205 New St. • Santana Row • San Jose

**CONCERT 1998**

SUNDAY • MAY 31, 1998

MERRILL AUDITORIUM

**LOIS LOEB CARRION STAR JIMMY RAY NAKED BLAIR SISTERS 7**

**LISTEN TO WIN**

**ALL TICKETS GIVEN AWAY ON-AIR**

Portland's Only and Only Hit Music Station

**Q10**

341-5000
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vi\ual Arts


re\iew

"Sally Mann: Still Time" runs through May 31 at the Bowdoin College Museum of Art, 9400 College Station, Brunswick, 729-3275. This arresting exhibition of Mann's disturbing and personal series "Infant Fortunes," which estranged her family from some who thought she was exploiting her children for artistic purposes, also shows Mann's more conventional nature photography. Taken together, the photos present a strange dichotomy—beating at once stinging and morbidly intrusive. Even in her less personal work, the photographs maintain a strong sense of intimacy. It is as if all her subjects know she and that her, as if she just happens to be there during a naturally occurring, meaning-infused moment, and she also just happens to have her camera ready.

For the majority of her career, Mann has worked in her hometown of Lexington, Va., and "Still Time" is enhanced by a strong sense of place. While her work is dedicated to the passage of time, psychologically it is focused on the range of emotions the loss of innocence as a child grows, both in girls and boys, into the realm of adult sexuality. Mann's focus is on a young girl clinging to the swollen stomach of her very pregnant mother, the whole portrait screaming of a bad situation about to come to an abrupt end. Mann's photography is as powerful because, as a culture, we have become desensitized to the cruelest reality of childhood. We have forgotten what it was like to be on the edge of such powerful change. Sally Mann captures that.

\n
It's almost summer
Can You Feel It!!

J.C. Lee Bouti\que
Soft Ch\osing for \omen

58 Exch\ange St.
207-720-6771

5 Market St.
207-720-9466

Opening new location at 182 Maine St., Chatham, Mass.

Spring Has Sprung...

\n
The Resourceful Home

\n
Winslow Homer Facing Nature
May 9 - September 27, 1998

Winslow Homer Facing Nature, a celebration of the 150th anniversary of the Charles Sherman Payson Building, is generously sponsored by Shop 'n Save Supermarkets, with additional support from Moseley and Migis Lodges.

Shop 'n Save

Malinolli

Portland Museum of Art
Se\ven Congress Square • Portland, ME • (207) 775-6148
Casco Bay Weekly listings are a fun and free service to our readers. To have a listing considered, phoneenergynow@gmail.com.Tel: 761 - 1545.

Tues from 7:15 - 9:15 pm ($7 per class), Fri from 7 - 9 pm ($10 per class).

Women’s Barbershop Quartet The Casco Bay Accordion Workshop with Ligaya Stice, from noon-2 pm. Cost: $10 per person. Sale: $5 for students. Saturdays at 11 am at Portland West, Portland. 761-5616.

Dancing From the Inside Out is an ongoing class in dance. Workshops with Marie Poole and Karen Hall, 10 am - 1 pm. Cost: $20. 761-5616.

Beginners at 3 pm, intermediates at 4:30 pm. May 20 - June 24. 761-2465.

The Portland Conservatory of Music offers private voice, piano, and instrumentation lessons. 761-5616.

Furniture Needed! Family Crisis Services needs large items for displaced homeless families. Drop off at 42 Exchange St., Portland. 761-5616.

The Portland Choral Society offers music reading courses for singers of all ages. Mondays from 6 pm-8 pm at Portland West, Portland. 761-5616.


The Portland Community Chorus is auditions now for the 1996-1997 season. Saturdays at 3 pm. 761-5616.

The Portland Choral Society offers music reading courses for singers of all ages. Mondays from 6-8 pm at Portland West, Portland. 761-5616.

The Portland Community Chorus offers music reading courses for singers of all ages. Mondays from 6 pm-8 pm at Portland West, Portland. 761-5616.

The Portland Community Chorus offers music reading courses for singers of all ages. Mondays from 6 pm-8 pm at Portland West, Portland. 761-5616.

Maine Speakout Project for Equal Rights needs volunteers to do data entry on Macintosh computer. Volunteers also are needed to work with the administration of Maine Speakout Project, Portland. 775-7231.

The Portland Community Chorus offers music reading courses for singers of all ages. Mondays from 6 pm-8 pm at Portland West, Portland. 761-5616.

Bauman provides vocal technique, breath management, and artistic interpretation. Private or class lessons. Saturdays at 10 am. 781-3898.

The Portland Community Chorus offers music reading courses for singers of all ages. Mondays from 6 pm-8 pm at Portland West, Portland. 761-5616.

In-Training: Maine Speakout Project for Equal Rights needs volunteers to do data entry on Macintosh computer. Volunteers also are needed to work with the administration of Maine Speakout Project, Portland. 775-7231.

The Portland Community Chorus offers music reading courses for singers of all ages. Mondays from 6 pm-8 pm at Portland West, Portland. 761-5616.
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Congratulations CBW

on your 80th year anniversary.

Serendipity

34 Exchange Street • U.S. Post • 722-0219

If your contraception fails, or if you had sex and didn’t use birth control at all, you can still prevent pregnancy. Take action. 

Planned Parenthood.

If you are pregnant, don’t just wait, wonder and worry. 

LIFE IS EITHER A DARING ADVENTURE OR NOTHING AT ALL — EHLLEN KELLEY

May 16 - June 16

Senior Thesis Show

at the ICA@MECA

522 Congress Street, Portland

Opening Reception: 5 - 7 pm, May 16

Call 1-800-230-PLAN

The best and the cheapest insurance you can buy is our new Emergency Contraception Kit, available with a prescription.

Check it out!

CALL FOR A FREE BROCHURE!

CELEBRATING

Waynflete celebrates 100 years with games and a Gala. At Yankee Lanes, 867 Riverside St., Portland, from 8 am - 3 pm. Free. 773-5629.

Maine Indoor Sports invites basketball teams from the top to seriously ill children, holds an auction at the Portland Club, 156 State St., Portland, at 5:30 pm. Cost: $10. 800-382-8922.
The Father, the Son and the Holy Ball: Denzel Washington

Denzel Washington in a pair of low top Van's.

The film is pure cheese, but its

The story's moral trajectory is as simple as the path of ball to basket, as obvious

THE PLAYERS CLUB (R)
PERSONALS

HARMON'S & BARTON'S
1-800-SUN-LFLY
726-7966

PERSONAL of the Week
W & M

TAKE A HIKE
Action, adventurous, spontaneous spirit, 30, likes to work, read, dance, etc. Like long walks, fun, come out and play. NIS. 1f6033

WOMEN-WMEN

SPECIES WANTED
for frlendship , possible LTR . Interested? 125924

SWM, 45, 5'11" , 210lbs, enjoys fishing, remote camping , remote locations . Seeking hon ·

MEN-WOMEN

JULIO
MUSCLE AND SEX

SUNSHINE REVELER
5' 4" , fun · loving , SWF , late 40s , with developmental

WOMEN-WOMEN

MY STRONGEST WEAKNESS
also very intelligent and highly function­

MARRIAGE-MARRIAGE

SUMMITIME FUN

HATE RUNNING ALONE

HONEST. FRIENDLY

WINNER WINNER CHEF DINNER

CBW is 10!!

CBW is 10!!

MAY 14, 1998

NAPPI'S
75 Commercial St. Portland
871-8030

NAPPI'S
75 Commercial St. Portland
871-8030

SWEPT AWAY?
So was I, but what were we thinking to not use contraception? Thank
goodness Planned Parenthood has Emergency Contraception, effective at
preventing pregnancy up to 72 hours after unprotected sex. Ready to
use kids (prescription necessary) are now available at Planned Parenthood.
1-800-230-PLAN

OUTSIDE DECK OPEN

IT'S NOT JUST FOR PIZZA ANYMORE

CBW is 10!!

join us at the Pavilion @ 8pm tonight
for a party....music, food and prizes!
WORLD-CLASS OPPORTUNITIES FOR SUMMER EMPLOYMENT IN PORTLAND

If you would like to work for an innovative company without leaving Portland, MBNA New England offers you a unique opportunity. Now serving millions of customers, MBNA is the single largest independent credit card lender in the world. MBNA is a leader in talent management, with offices throughout the United States, United Kingdom and Canada.

MBNA New England Portland office is now listing for our summer associates program. We are seeking highly motivated individuals who are interested in representing a world leader in a technical position.

WE OFFER
- 8 WEEK SUMMER SCHEDULES
- 20-40 HOUR WORK WEEKS
- $11.25 TO START
- COMPANY PROVIDED TRAINING
- FREE PARKING
- FRIENDLY AND FLEXIBLE WORK ENVIRONMENT
- INCOME-BASED BONUSES
- TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAST TOAS...
HELP WANTED

The search is over! Financial independence is only THIS FREE PHONE CALL away!

Currently, the country's #1 based business.

1-800-811-2141.

Reference #5274

Nationwide company needs you to help us take inventories in retail stores. We need 35 people to begin training immediately!

Starting wage: $7.00 hr.

We offer:
- Paid training
- Benefits (H.I.R.T. time only)
- Work variety
- Transportation provided from Portland office to job site
- We require:
  - Good attitude
  - Dependability

If interested, call for an interview. 772-1234

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

SEASONAL RENTAL

LOOKING GOOD

Guys!

FINANCIAL

New Hampshire Institute for Therapeutic Arts

FOR THERAPEUTIC ARTS

Manage Therapy Certification Program

Professional Aesthetic Teams Therapy Sba 251

N: 800-889-1344 MA

1-800-889-1344 MI

1-800-889-1344 IL

GET IN TOUCH...

Come to the only QBTA

accredited Program in Massel

For more info please call 800-889-1344

Accepting applications now for upcoming courses!

PO BOX 36, Wrentham MA, Natick, MA 01760

BUSINESS SERVICES

JAZZAH

MUSCIMAS

WANTED

JAZZ AH

MUSICIANS WANTED

46 yr old guitarist still trying to play full time after 30 years. Looking for musicians to play locally and/or internally. Montgomery to Nashville. Support for fun or money. Have transportation, studio and access to phones.

Call 775-6330 ext 2049 / 867-0253 home extension.

GETAWAYS

WINDBREAK . Cedar Arborvitae, Farm. 1-800-889-838-7 hours. 24 hours.

FLY CHEAP!!!
Fly direct to over 250 cities with personal TUI traveling and vacations. Work with a dedicated, enthusiastic professional and enjoy quality service at the lowest cost available. Well be at your service 7 days a week.

SACRED BODYWORK, A

sage, Breathings,

Lavender,Essential

Anointings, Essential


CONSOLIDATE 9.9%. AVERAGE RATE . $30.000 pay $750.00; $20.000 pay $100; $15.000 pay $750.

INSURANCE, Car, Home, Life, Disability, Ri.

FREE CONSULTATION

CONSOLIDATE 9.9%. AVERAGE RATE . $30.000 pay $750.00; $20.000 pay $100; $15.000 pay $750.

FREE CONSULTATION

CONSOLIDATE 9.9%. AVERAGE RATE . $30.000 pay $750.00; $20.000 pay $100; $15.000 pay $750.

FREE CONSULTATION

CONSOLIDATE 9.9%. AVERAGE RATE . $30.000 pay $750.00; $20.000 pay $100; $15.000 pay $750.

FREE CONSULTATION

CONSOLIDATE 9.9%. AVERAGE RATE . $30.000 pay $750.00; $20.000 pay $100; $15.000 pay $750.
**Boats**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1995 VW Cabriolet</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
<td>892-5190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994 Johnson Sea Pro</td>
<td>$2,800</td>
<td>799-7314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayliner 24' Volvo</td>
<td>$1700</td>
<td>772-7732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent w/many new parts</td>
<td>$750</td>
<td>773-4703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honda's, Chevys, Jeeps, Sport Utility</td>
<td>Excellent condition</td>
<td>Asking $1,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cars**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1996 Ford's</td>
<td>Upcoming local sales of</td>
<td>800-290-2262, ext. 7010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995 GMC, Ford, Dodge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995 Tahoe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Parts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parts</td>
<td></td>
<td>773-0660</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tires**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tires</td>
<td></td>
<td>799-4703</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Home Improvement**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tanks in stock</td>
<td></td>
<td>767-2650</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legal Notice**

- **State of Maine**
- **Superior Court**
- **Boston**
- **Associate's Office**

---

**Legal Notice**

**Orders to Owners and Condoners of Vehicles Owned in the State of Maine**

In 1997, the Maine legislature passed a law which clarifies the ownership and charitable purposes of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Maine (BCBSME) and other similar organizations. Details on the law:

**DESCRIPTION OF THE LAW**

The new Maine law states that nonprofit hospital and medical service organizations like BCBSME are held to the same standards of financial management and independence as for-profit hospital and medical service organizations. The new law also clarifies that any organization that fails to meet the standards of financial management and independence will be subject to the dissolution of the organization. The new law also specifies that any organization that fails to meet the standards of financial management and independence will be subject to the dissolution of the organization.

**CLAIMS/OBJECTIONS PROCEDURE**

- Any person or entity that claims to own any right, title or interest in BCBSME must file a written claim or objection with the Superior Court for Kennebec County on or before the due date established by the court.
- Any claim or objection must be filed in writing with the Superior Court for Kennebec County at the following address:

**LEGAL NOTICES**

- **STATE OF MAINE**
- **Superior Court**
- **Boston**
- **Associate’s Office**

---

**Parts**

- **Tires** | | 799-4703 |
Thank You From All of Us at Casco Bay Weekly

They say that the back cover is the best place for an ad. This week, we’re using this space to thank our readers and advertisers for making this 10th anniversary commemorative issue possible. Equally as important, we wish to thank all of the advertisers and readers who have supported us through the ups and downs over the last decade.

It’s because of you that Casco Bay Weekly turns 10 this week. Our readers, our advertisers and the staff at CBW — it’s a family that works. Thank you.

Casco Bay Weekly

The Theater Project
Advance Digital Recording
Alma Hair Care & Day Spa or Shop
Amaryllis
Anthony’s Italian Kitchen
The Army
Apolline
Atlantic Foot & Ankle Center
Association of Alternative Newspapers
Aurora Provisions
Barbara’s Kitchen & Cafe
The Barking Squirrel
The Basement
Big World Productions
Bird’s Restaurant
Black Tie Catering
Blue Mango Cafe
Bogusha’s Polish Deli & Restaurant
Borders, Inc.
Bowden Advertising & Design
Boutique Advertising Co.
Campbell’s Market
Carl’s
Casco Bay Brewing Co.
Casco Bay Bowling Center
CD Authority
Cheverus Foundation, Inc.
Chia Sen
The Children’s Art Loft
Christmas Ewe
Check’s Pet Shop
The City of Portland
City Cafe
Coffee by Design
The Community TV Network
Cotton St. Cantina
Cross Jewellers
Decosun
Downeast Energy
Dyer’s Service Center
Federal Square, Inc.
Fei Yi Restaurant
Fibula
Four Points
Fugazi: The Olympia Society
Fresh Express Food Market
Fresh Market Cafe
Friendship Cafe
Full Circle Synergy, Inc.
Garden Lights
Goodliff Industries of Northern Maine
Graham Bike & Ski
The Granite Brew Pub & Restaurant
Greene’s Bungalows
The Great Bay Bistro
Great Northeast Productions
Green Mountain Coffee Roasters
G’Vanni’s
Higgins Beach General Store
The Isabelle Center
J’s Oyster Bar
Jennifer
J.C. Lee Boutique
Jill’s Print, Inc.
Jones Landings
Joseph-P, D.O.
Kasdorf Restaurant
Kennedy Learning Center – Comp Care
The Kitchen
Kokou’s Coffee Shop
La Colombe
Leather Exchange
Leominsky’s
Joel National Marketplace
Maine College of Art
Maine Conservatory School
Maine Mall Marketing
Maine Photo Co-Op
Maine Potato Market
Maine Shore
Margaret’s
Marmont’s
Theater Project
Midland, Acone & Company
Maine Native American
Appreciation Days
Merrill Auditorium
Merrimack River Schoolhouse
Mezo Verde Restaurant
Matt’s Greater Portland Transit District
Mullen’s Restaurant
Mull’s
Napoli’s
National’s Restaurant
National Ski & Bike
Norm’s BBQ
Northern Sky Tour
O’Keefe’s
O’Shaughnessy’s Cafe
Old Fort Tavern
The Paladin
Pacifika Performance Group
Palmers, Inc.
Phoenix Studio
Planned Parenthood
Play It Again Sports
Portland After Dark
Portland Biologicals
Portland Hot Tub & Massage
Portland Museum of Art
Portland News Company
Portland Performing Arts Center
Portland Potato, Inc.
Portland Spiritual Church
Portsmouth’s
Portsmouth
Pretzels
Pride, Harmony, Balance & Fitness
Ski Ice Cream
Quees Center
Rachel’s Wood Grill
Ravip’s
Religious Home
Riley Insurance
Robins Nest Farm
Royal River Natural Foods
Samuel’s Bar & Grill
Sebago, Inc.
Serenity’s
Silver Monkey
Sissors
Southern Maine Technical College
Spain Morgan’s
Stone Coast Brewing Company
Surf’s Up
Sweet Annie’s Too Shop
Taste
Tom’s Japanese Take Out
The Times Record
Tortilla Flat Mexican Restaurant
eSports
Uncle Billy’s Restaurant
The Underground
Unicorn River Expeditions
Union Station Tavern
University of Southern Maine
Victoria Grill
Vivace
WCLZ 93.9
The Whole Grocer
WGBC (99.9)
Wild Ginger
YPA
Zaneta’s
Zootz
Zygot